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Book Review

Ann Lindsay and Syd House 2005 The Tree Collector: The Life and Explorations

of David Douglas. (Paperback Edition). (ISBN 1-84513-052-9, pbk.). Aurum

Press, 25 Bedford Ave, London WCIB3AT, UK, distributed by Trafalgar Square,

(Orders: 802-457-1911, 802-457-1913 fax, www.trafalgarsquarebooks.com).

$16.00, 256 pp., appendices, bibliography, index, b&w photos, figures and

maps, 5" X 7 3/4",

The book The Tree Collector by Lindsay and tiouse allows readers to experience the excitement and

adventnres of botanical expeditions of David Douglas, the Scotsman for which the Douglas fir tree

named. The authors have woven a wonderful story of the botanical work of Da\'id Douglas bywas

interlacing history and background information with David Douglass own journal excerpts, hind-

say and House's efforts have created a book in which one really feels as though they are along for the

journey.

Douglass collection expeditions for the Horticultural Society occur after Lewis and Clark s jour-

neys (1804-1806) and before any major Indian Wars ("1840). Douglass own words and journal en-

tries are the foundation of the story. Readers get wonderful descriptions of Douglas's impressions of

plants, animals, landscape and chmate in the Eastern United States, Canada, Pacific Northwest, Cali-

fornia and Hawaii as well as insightful information on the indigenous peoples he encounters along

his expeditions- Douglass journal entries also include hardships with weather illnesses, triumphs

and disappointments in his collections, and the outcome of his return to London, which make this

book all the more real for the reader Truly engaging are stories of Douglass excitement mhunting

down plants of his particular interest such as the sugar pine.

The book includes an introduction of the family history of David Douglas and how he came to

be a i-nember of the Horticultural society, the group that supported Douglas's expeditions. Great care

is taken in providing details of Douglas's expedition and discoveries throughout North America and

Hawaii. Along with Douglas' journal entries, black and white line maps and images are included to

help readers orient themselves with locations discussed. Appendices included in the text are excel-

lent summaries of information on Douglass botanical contributions to science, such as species in-

troduced and those named after Douglas (common and specific epithet are included). Two appendi-

ces summarize David Douglas trails in Scotland, North America and Hawaii. Interestingly, appendices

that discuss Douglass botanical introductions often include short descriptions of the plant from

Douglas's journal, as well as the authors' information on range or other factual information.

Take a journey with David Douglas into the wilds of North America and discover new plants,

animals, and peoples.... pick up a copy of The Tree Collector today!-Lee Lutkeydoo, Hcrbanunh Bo-

lanica] Research Institute ojTcxas, 509 Fecan Street, Fort Worth, TX 76102-4060, USA.
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